Topics for Discussion

1. Market Overview
   • Disruptive Technologies
   • Globalization
   • Specialist Model
   • Implications

2. Climate Change
   • Adaptation & Mitigation
   • Carbon from Forests & Forest Products
   • Wildfire
## Market Overview

| Disruptive Technologies                  | Intensive Forestry  
|                                         | Small-tree Manufacturing  
|                                         | Automation  
| Globalization                            | Capitalize on Disruptive Technologies  
|                                         | Labor  
|                                         | Freight  
|                                         | Sovereign Risk  
|                                         | Business Climate  
| Specialist Model                         | Capital Discipline  
|                                         | Greater Mobility  

Implications

I. Jobs

II. Historic Migration

III. Landscape Impact

IV. Social Compact
Climate Change

1. Forest Management
   • Adaptation & Mitigation

2. Carbon from Forests & Forest Products

3. Wildfire
Climate Change & Forest Management

- Intensive Management
  - Substitute for Carbon-Intensive Building Products

- Lower Intensity
  - Resiliency to Climate Change
  - Critical Habitat (e.g., Salmon)
Climate Change & Forest Management

Emerging Issue

- Storing Carbon v Wildfire Liability
- Carrying Capacity, Long-Term Carbon Storage
Carbon from Forests & Forest Products

License to Pollute

Conflicts
- Polluters
- Suppliers
- Project Developers
- Advocates for “Co-Benefits”
Challenges

Science
- Additionality
- Project Boundaries

Economics

Accounting
Advantages

Magnitude of Need

Co-Benefits
Outlook

Greater Usage

Greater Scrutiny

Focus: License to Pollute
Noteworthy

Expanded Life Cycle Analysis

Wildfire

Forest Health
  • Mortality, Decay
  • Wildfire (emissions, carrying capacity)

Additionality
  • Rewards low regulatory baseline (e.g., reforestation, land use)
Wildfire

1. Wood Waste from Landscape Treatments
2. Funding
3. Implementation
Funding

Volume of Treatments

Location of Treatments
Location of Treatments

Wildland Urban Interface
Back-country
Front-country
Front-Country Values At-Risk

- Carbon
- Ecological
- Economic
- Social
Funding as Investments

Avoided Costs of Wildfire
- USFS: “hundreds of billions” per year
- Oregon forecast?
- Distribution of Impacts, social justice
Funding as Investments

Issues
- Quantifying externalities
- Measuring additionality from treatments
- Locating buyers
Implementation

I. 20-Year Strategic-Financial Plan

• Defining Outcomes
• Forecasting Treatments, Costs, Revenues
• Forecasting Funding Needs
• Organizational Needs
  • Federal-State-Partners

II. Shared Stewardship Agreement
Environmental Justice Wins Past, Present, and Future
Who is Verde?

What is Environmental Justice?

2021 Session Wins: Oregon Clean Energy Opportunity Campaign

2022 Session: More Big Wins

The Future and Beyond: Continuing the Momentum
Who Is Verde?
Serves communities by building environmental wealth through social enterprise, outreach, and advocacy.

- Community members involved in the planning and building of these investments
- Benefits flow to frontline communities
- Projects have included building a community park and developing a community energy plan
Verde Landscaping
Cully Energy Plan
What Is Environmental Justice?
What Really Makes an Environmentalist?

"Environmentalist"

"Low-Income/Rural"
Principles of Equity for Just Climate Policy

- Inclusive, accessible, meaningful, and sustained engagement and representation

- Programs and policies result in fair distributions of benefits and burdens

- Decisions are made with a recognition of the historical, cultural, and institutional dynamics and structures

- Decisions consider generational impacts
What is Environmental Justice?

Fair distribution of burdens and benefits of environmental health hazards and meaningful participation in decisions that impact the environment and people who live, work, learn and play. – Oregon Environmental Justice Taskforce

Prevent Harm  
(Who is burdened?)

Provide Benefit  
(Who benefits?)

Ensure Inclusive and Accountable Decision-Making  
(Who’s at the Table?)
A Just Transition
An Alternative: Community-Led Approach to Planning

- Community organizing around affordability and resiliency
- Focus first on people, but determine what changes are possible
- How will distributed a project/plan/program affect a community?
- Community should be involved at all levels of the process
Looking Ahead
HB 4077: Environmental Justice for All

- Turns Environmental Justice Taskforce into Environmental Justice Council
  - Provides staffing and resources
- Adds rural members drawn from natural resources collaboratives
- Establishes Environmental Justice mapping tool that collects data to better understand impacts and distribute resources
Future Policy Issues

- Just Renewable Energy Siting Policy
- Water Justice
- Expanding Healthy Homes and Heat Pump Programs
- Expanding Access to Community-Based Renewable Energy Projects
- Taking State Policy Federal
Oriana Magnera
Verde
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Leigh Ann Vradenburg
Project Manager
Klamath Watershed Partnership
Forestry Program for Oregon

- Clear purpose and utilization of the plan outside of the Board/Agency
- Updates
  - Recognition and inclusion of Eastern Oregon forests
  - Broader representation of forest and wildfire impacts on the watershed beyond water quality to address water quantity and hydrograph
  - Address wildfire recovery, emphasizing the value of reforestation outside of OFPA requirements
  - Promote a vision for fire-adapted ecosystems that involves setting the landscape up to receive fire, whether through prescribed fire or managed wildfire
VISION
All Lands, Cross-Boundary Forest Management
ACTIONS

Recognize and develop the agency as the multi-dimensional forestry and wildfire leader for Oregon

Partnerships – Federal and State agencies, industrial timber, local NGOs, private citizens

Agreements – Good Neighbor Authority, statewide NRCS TSP agreement, technical support to NGOs

Funding – Federal and State funding for work; grants to outside entities; support for projects
ACTION

Promote active forest management for watershed resiliency through science-based research and implementation
CONFRONTING THE WILDFIRE CRISIS
A Strategy for Protecting Communities and Improving Resilience in America’s Forests
Wildfires have been growing in size, duration, and destructivity over the past 20 years. Growing wildfire risk is due to accumulating fuels, a warming climate, and expanding development in the wildland-urban interface. The risk has reached crisis proportions in the West, calling for decisive action to protect people and communities and improve forest health and resilience. It will take a paradigm shift in land management across jurisdictional boundaries to reduce risk and restore fire-adapted landscapes. In response, the U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service is establishing a strategy for working with partners to dramatically increase fuels and forest health treatments by up to four times current treatment levels in the West.

A CALL FOR DECISIVE ACTION

Wildfires have been growing in size, duration, and destructivity over the past 20 years. Growing wildfire risk is due to accumulating fuels, a warming climate, and expanding development in the wildland-urban interface. The risk has reached crisis proportions in the West, calling for decisive action to protect people and communities and improve forest health and resilience. It will take a paradigm shift in land management across jurisdictional boundaries to reduce risk and restore fire-adapted landscapes. In response, the U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service is establishing a strategy for working with partners to dramatically increase fuels and forest health treatments by up to four times current treatment levels in the West.

TERMINOLOGY

Fireshed
Landscapes of about 250,000 acres in which an ignition can spread and expose communities to wildfire.

Forest Health
The resiliency of a forest and its ability to self-renew following drought, wildfire, beetle outbreaks, and other forest stresses and disturbances.

Fuels
Anything that can burn, including trees, grasses, dead leaves, and fallen branches.

Fuel Treatments
Various techniques to reduce the amount of fuel in a forest including thinning, prescribed burning, pruning.

Ignitions
How a fire is started. Ignitions come from lightning, campfires, and other natural and human sources.

Wildland-Urban Interface (WUI)
The private lands where homes adjoin or intersect with large areas of fire-adapted vegetation.

The destruction 1 month after the 2017 Sonoma County wildfires. Photo provided by Adobe Stock Images.
CONFRONTING THE WILDFIRE CRISIS

Under this strategy, the Forest Service will work with partners to engineer a paradigm shift by focusing fuels and forest health treatments more strategically and at the scale of the problem, using the best available science as the guide. At the Forest Service, we now have the science and tools we need to size and place treatments in a way that will truly make a difference. We will focus on key “firesheds”—large forested landscapes and rangelands with a high likelihood that an ignition could expose homes, communities, and infrastructure to wildfire. Firesheds, typically about 250,000 acres in size, are mapped to match the scale of community exposure to wildfire.

Our new management paradigm builds on the National Cohesive Wildland Fire Management Strategy, including efforts to create fire-adapted communities, and other collaborative strategies for cross-boundary treatments, including Cohesive Strategy projects and Shared Stewardship agreements. We will build on our long-standing work and relationships with the U.S. Department of the Interior agencies. We will work collaboratively with States, Tribes, local communities, private landowners, and other stakeholders to adapt lessons learned into a coordinated and effective program of work. Our emphasis on fuels reduction work to mitigate exposure and impacts to infrastructure and communities will complement and support efforts to develop fire-adapted communities.

At the Forest Service, we have set up a Wildfire Risk Reduction Infrastructure Team to build on capacity in carrying out projects. Together with partners, we will plan project areas while building community support for conducting fuels and forest health treatments. Together, we will treat the firesheds at highest risk first and, then, move on to other western firesheds, accelerating our treatments over 10 years. Next steps will include building our workforce capacity in the Forest Service and with partners to accomplish the work at the scale needed and establishing the large multijurisdictional coalition needed to support the work.

Under this 10-year strategy, we will work with partners to:

- Treat up to an additional 20 million acres on National Forest System lands.
- Treat up to an additional 30 million acres of other Federal, State, Tribal, and private lands.
- Develop a plan for long-term maintenance beyond the 10 years.

USDA Forest Service Adaptive Management Services Enterprise Team, Fire Behavior Assessment Team assistant Katharine Napier uses binoculars to observe fire behavior during Cedar Fire operations in and near the Sequoia National Forest, Posey, CA, on Wednesday, August 24, 2016. USDA Photo by Lance Cheung
Andrew Hostad, fire prevention supervisor on the Flagstaff Ranger District, observes the Camillo Fire's success in burning off forest fuels such as the pine needles covering the forest floor in this area. The fire burned in the southeast of Mormon Lake, near Flagstaff, AZ on the Coconino National Forest. Fires such as this help remove down and dead forest fuels, increasing safety for communities and lessening the threat of severe wildfires in the area. USDA Forest Service photo by Deborah Lee Soltesz.

**WILDFIRE CRISIS strategy**

- **+20 MILLION**
  - Treating up to an additional 20 million acres of National Forest System lands.

- **+30 MILLION**
  - Treating up to an additional 30 million acres of other Federal, State, Tribal, and private lands.

- **10 YEARS**
  - Developing a plan for long-term maintenance beyond the 10 years.

Andrew Hostad, fire prevention supervisor on the Flagstaff Ranger District, observes the Camillo Fire's success in burning off forest fuels such as the pine needles covering the forest floor in this area. The fire burned in the southeast of Mormon Lake, near Flagstaff, AZ on the Coconino National Forest. Fires such as this help remove down and dead forest fuels, increasing safety for communities and lessening the threat of severe wildfires in the area. USDA Forest Service photo by Deborah Lee Soltesz.
Wildfires rampaged across the West in 2021, and not for the first time. In 2020, 2017, and 2015, more than 10 million acres—an area more than six times the size of Delaware—burned nationwide. Nearly a quarter of the contiguous United States is at moderate to very high risk from wildfire. Over half of that area is in the West. In the past 20 years, many States have had record wildfires, and fires in two Western States (Alaska and California) have exceeded 1 million acres in size. In 2020, Coloradans saw all three of their largest fires on record. Fires larger than 100,000 acres have become so common that the National Interagency Fire Center has stopped tracking them as exceptional events. “Fire seasons” have become whole fire years, with a year-round workforce for wildland fire suppression and year-round planning and fieldwork in performing postfire recovery and in preparing landscapes for future wildfires.

In short, the Nation faces a growing wildfire crisis, especially in the West. This is a national emergency, and it calls for decisive action. In response, the Forest Service is proposing a comprehensive 10-year strategy for protecting communities and improving resilience in America’s forests.

HOW DID WE GET HERE?

Wildfires rampaged across the West in 2021, and not for the first time. In 2020, 2017, and 2015, more than 10 million acres—an area more than six times the size of Delaware—burned nationwide. Nearly a quarter of the contiguous United States is at moderate to very high risk from wildfire. Over half of that area is in the West. In the past 20 years, many States have had record wildfires, and fires in two Western States (Alaska and California) have exceeded 1 million acres in size. In 2020, Coloradans saw all three of their largest fires on record. Fires larger than 100,000 acres have become so common that the National Interagency Fire Center has stopped tracking them as exceptional events. “Fire seasons” have become whole fire years, with a year-round workforce for wildland fire suppression and year-round planning and fieldwork in performing postfire recovery and in preparing landscapes for future wildfires.

In short, the Nation faces a growing wildfire crisis, especially in the West. This is a national emergency, and it calls for decisive action. In response, the Forest Service is proposing a comprehensive 10-year strategy for protecting communities and improving resilience in America’s forests.

The USDA Forest Service Law Enforcement and Investigations team was deployed for support after the 2018 Camp Fire swept through communities in northern California, including Paradise, Magalia, and Concow. USDA Forest Service photo by Tanner Hembree.
Over the last several decades, the growing wildfires in the West only gradually reached the crisis proportions we see today. At the Forest Service, we responded by working with other land managers and policymakers. Together, we are rethinking the Nation’s approaches to wildland fire management. We have made advances in collaboration, increased funding for work to reduce wildland fire risk, and aligned actions with partners across landownership boundaries. Although the scale of the work never matched the scale of wildfire risk, we created a collaborative structure that we can build on with our partners to reduce wildfire risk.

However, annual funding for fuels and forest health treatments has been limited and uncertain, and patterns of placing treatments have never approached the scale of the needed work. Federal land managers have sized and placed their treatments based on available funding and social constraints (such as public aversion to logging or smoke) rather than on the needed location at the right scale. Treatments have been further limited by the challenge of coordinating funding and capacity to do the work across landownership boundaries.

A warning sign came in 1988 with the Yellowstone Fires, which burned much of Yellowstone National Park and adjacent national forest land on a scale not seen in decades, including almost 800,000 acres burned in the park alone. Severe fire years followed in 1994 and 1996, with growing fire sizes and suppression costs.

Then came the 2000 fire year, when 7.4 million acres burned across the Nation, the most in at least 17 years. The Nation responded with a National Fire Plan and a 10-Year Strategy and Implementation Plan, followed by passage of the Healthy Forests Restoration Act of 2003. All were designed to increase the Nation’s capacity to restore forest health and reduce wildfire risk to homes, communities, and infrastructure. So was the Collaborative Forest Landscape Restoration Program, established by Congress in 2010. Work begun in 2008 by Federal, State, and other fire organizations led to adoption of the National Cohesive Wildland Fire Management Strategy in 2014; a strategy for restoring forest health, reducing wildfire risk, and increasing safe and effective wildfire response nationwide.

In 2018, the Forest Service launched Shared Stewardship agreements with States and other partners to reduce wildfire risk across shared landscapes. In the Omnibus Bill of 2018, Congress recognized the need for fundamental change in how the Nation approaches wildland fire management, followed by congressional testimony and “national visioning” to the same effect by Forest Service leaders and partners. After another historical fire year in 2021, Congress passed the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act. The new legislation invests about $5.5 billion in lands and resources entrusted to the Forest Service, as well many of the landscapes and watersheds managed together with Federal, Tribal, State, private and other partners. The new funding will help the Forest Service invest in the workforce, establishing a new firefighter job series, increasing firefighter salary base pay, and converting more than 1,000 seasonal firefighters to permanent positions.

Historic Fire Year—More than 7.4 million acres burned, the most in more than a decade.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>Yellowstone Fires burned much of Yellowstone National Park and adjacent national forest land.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>Severe fire years followed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>The 2000 fire year, when 7.4 million acres burned across the Nation, the most in at least 17 years.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Congress recognized the need for fundamental change in how the Nation approaches wildland fire management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Work begun in 2008 by Federal, State, and other fire organizations led to adoption of the National Cohesive Wildland Fire Management Strategy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Congress passed the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WHY ARE WE IN CRISIS?

Many western landscapes are at grave and growing risk of extreme wildfire impacts due to a combination of accumulating fuels, a warming climate, and expanding development in fire-prone landscapes. Past land use practices, drought, and an overemphasis on fire suppression are also contributing factors. Each factor alone elevates the risk, but the layering of each factor on the next has increased the risk exponentially, reaching the crisis proportions we see today.
Fire needs three things to burn: fuel, oxygen, and a source of ignition. Oxygen is in the air, and sources of ignition range from careless fire use (such as untended campfires) to lightning strikes, common in the West. Lightning can set a tree or brush on fire, but thunderstorms normally extinguish the fire with pouring rain. But the climate in much of the West is so dry that rain sometimes evaporates before it hits the ground, a phenomenon known as dry lightning. Dry lightning strikes can produce dozens of wildfires across a single landscape. Driven by high winds, the fires can quickly burn together to become a huge wildfire.

So both natural and human-caused ignitions are common across the West. What about fuels?

Fuels (grasses, shrubs, trees, and other burnable materials) are almost everywhere, but they have to be dry enough to burn. Wildfires are much more common in the West than in the East because the air is normally much less humid in summer. Air that is hot and dry sucks the moisture from fuels, which include not only live green trees and shrubs but also dormant grasses, dead shrubs, dead standing trees, and fallen trees and branches. When the live and dead fuels are tinder dry, they are primed to burn. All it takes is an ignition.

Ignition sources are common, so wildland fires were also common across America before settlement by nonindigenous peoples. American Indians ignited and managed fires to create habitat and support sustainable forests. Open landscapes with frequent ground fires supported more of the resources that native peoples needed. For example, large game such as deer, elk, and bison found more grasses and other plants to eat on prairies or in open woodlands with scattered trees than in dense forests. Frequent wildland fires kept such landscapes open, from the longleaf pine forests of the South to the oak savannas of the Midwest and the ponderosa pine woodlands of the West.

In the Northern Rockies, for example, American Indians selectively burned ponderosa pine woodlands to keep the old orange-bark trees widely spaced and free from wildfire risk. They used the sugar-rich inner bark from big ponderosa pines for food after peeling the bark away in vertical strips without harming the tree, and they used wildland fire to sustain the groves of old-growth pines.

Wildland fires in many landscapes were historically cool and low to the ground, rarely entering treetops and burning entire forests. Beginning in about 1911, Federal policy put an end to the use of ground fires to keep landscapes open. For more than a century, fuels have been building up due to a national policy of fire exclusion, sometimes called a war on wildfire. In 1935, the Forest Service adopted a policy of extinguishing all wildland fires by the morning after they were first detected. By the 1950s–60s, wildland firefighting had become so effective that the area burned each year had fallen to a fraction of its historical extent.

The Forest Service formally abandoned its fire exclusion policy in the late 1970s, but the effects remained. Heavy fuels caused so many dangerous wildfires that tens of thousands of wildland firefighters continued to turn out each year to suppress them—and the fuels continued to grow. It became a “Catch 22” of sorts: heavy fuels needed to burn to reduce wildfire risk, but the fuels posed so much risk that most wildland fires needed to be put out, adding more fuels and increasing the risk, year after year.

Fuel buildups have now reached crisis proportions. Photographs, before and after, comparing wooded landscapes over the last century illustrate the extent of landscape change. For example, an area near Cheesman Reservoir (which supplies water to Denver, CO) shows a historical landscape that was much more open than a century later, with far fewer trees because of frequent wildland fires. Across the West, ponderosa pine forests historically had 40 to 60 trees of all sizes per acre. Today, many of these same open woodlands have become dense forests with hundreds of trees per acre, including thickets that erupt into devastating wildfires when ignited by people or dry lightning. With such heavy fuel buildups, it’s no wonder that wildfire risks across the West are so high.
America’s forests and harvested wood products, including urban trees in cities and towns, take up almost 15 percent of the carbon dioxide that Americans emit each year.

But large and severe wildfires are threatening the ability of forests to store carbon in huge old western trees such as redwoods and giant sequoias. In the Western United States, large fires have burned the same areas multiple times in the past 30 years. These areas historically experienced lightning-ignited fires occurring on average once every 10 to 40 years, creating a mosaic of old-growth, mid-successional, and early-successional forests, with understories of pines, conifers, and hardwoods.

Climate change also drives the wildfire crisis by making the fuels problem worse. In turn, climate change is driven by rising carbon buildups in the atmosphere.

Carbon is essential to life. In various forms, carbon cycles through the atmosphere and through plants and animals (including humans) in natural processes. As part of the process, forests take up carbon from the atmosphere and store it in trees and soils. Wildfires, windstorms, and other forest disturbances then release the carbon into the atmosphere again; as the forest regrows, it takes up the lost carbon. The natural system is in balance.

But human activities have upset the balance. Fossil fuels—coal, oil, and natural gas—are concentrated forms of carbon stored eons ago deep underground. When people bring them to the surface and burn them for energy, they release carbon into the atmosphere additional to the natural carbon cycle.

Carbon gases in the atmosphere act as natural heat traps. Growing concentrations of carbon gases in the atmosphere from fossil fuel emissions trap increasing amounts of heat near the surface of the planet, gradually raising temperatures over time. Rising temperatures change global climates, with effects that can be hard to predict or even to attribute directly to climate change. But scientists are now certain that humans are altering climate conditions worldwide, including in the United States, through carbon emissions from fossil fuels.

In the West, climate change is making the fire and fuels problem worse by reducing snow and rainfall and by increasing the frequency and scale of high winds and hot dry weather. Reset by warmer winters, western forests increasingly lack historical snowpack levels. Higher temperatures and drier conditions reduce the ability of trees and other vegetation to take up moisture overnight, resulting in the extreme flammability of forest fuels. Since the 1990s, firefighters and fire managers have reported shocking changes in fire behavior in the course of their careers, with unprecedented fire sizes and rates of fire spread.

Moreover, harsh winters no longer suppress bark beetles—native beetles that bore into trees and, in large numbers, can kill them. With more beetles and drier conditions, more forest trees lack the sap they need to eject the beetles from their bore holes. The result has been entire landscapes of dead and dying trees across tens of millions of acres in the West. The dead and dying trees can become ready fuels for more wildfires and more extreme fire behavior.

America’s forests offset climate change by taking up carbon and storing it in wood and soils, and wood products from forest logging store even more carbon. In fact, America’s forests and harvested wood products, including urban trees in cities and towns, take up almost 15 percent of the carbon dioxide that Americans emit each year.

But large and severe wildfires are threatening the ability of forests to store carbon in huge old western trees such as redwoods and giant sequoias. In 2020, for example, the Castle Fire in the southern Sierra Nevada of California destroyed 10 percent of the world’s entire stock of giant sequoias. Severe wildfires, coupled with climate change, can also permanently eliminate forests from the landscape.

An area of ponderosa pine forest near Cheesman Reservoir in Colorado, severely burned by the 2020 Hayman Fire, never recovered and is now dominated by shrubs. Such changes reduce the capacity of forests to store carbon, protect watersheds, and sustain critical wildlife habitat.
The wildfire crisis in the West also stems from the rising risk to lives, homes, communities, and infrastructure. The risk has been growing for decades as more and more people built homes and communities in fire-prone western landscapes, especially adjacent to the national forests. The private lands where homes adjoin or intersect with large areas of fire-adapted vegetation are called the wildland-urban interface, or WUI. Layered on top of a century of fuel buildups exacerbated by climate change, WUI growth has amplified wildfire risk in the West.

The WUI has been growing since the 1960s as people built homes in wildlands or bought homes in communities with wildlands nearby. Some people moved to the WUI to enjoy the scenic beauty and a sense of seclusion; others wanted to find more backyard wildlife and more opportunities for outdoor recreation. For similar reasons, many WUI homes and communities in the West are clustered around the national forests and other public lands. One in three homes in the United States is now in the WUI, and 70,000 communities are at risk from wildfire.

Both public and private lands in the West typically have fire-prone landscapes, putting the WUI at rising wildfire risk from fuel buildups and the effects of a changing climate. Each year, thousands of homes are at risk of burning from wildfires in the WUI, and scores of people have been killed in recent years. Smoke from wildfires now causes about 25 percent of all harmful human exposure to fine particulate matter (a form of air pollution) in the United States. Economic losses from wildfires have grown into the hundreds of billions of dollars each year.

Much of the rising economic loss comes from growing damage from wildfires to homes, communities, and infrastructure. By the 2000s, for example, wildfires were destroying hundreds of structures each year, mostly in the West. By the 2010s, the number was in the thousands—so high that Federal agencies began tracking the number. The running 5-year average annual number of structures destroyed by wildfires rose from 2,873 in 2014 to 12,255 in 2020, a fourfold increase in just 6 years.

In 2018, the deadliest and most destructive American wildfire in a hundred years destroyed Paradise, a California town of 27,000 in the Sierra Nevada. The fire, called the Camp Fire, took 85 lives and burned almost 14,000 homes. Given the wildfire trajectory in the West, vast parts of the WUI are now at risk from huge fires like Camp that can sweep for 10 to 30 miles or more across multiple landownerships and forest types within days or even hours. In fact, researchers have identified hundreds of communities at higher risk than Paradise—disasters waiting to happen. Fire simulations have revealed plausible extreme scenarios that expose almost 500,000 buildings to wildfire in a single year, reflecting both the increase of people in fire-prone landscapes and the elevated scale and intensity of wildfires. If the current trajectory holds, then tragedies like the Camp Fire will not be a once-in-a-lifetime occurrence.

Aerial view of houses burned down by the 2020 Almeda Fire in southern Oregon. Photo provided by Adobe Stock Images.
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In 2018, the deadliest and most destructive American wildfire in a hundred years destroyed Paradise, a California town of 27,000 in the Sierra Nevada. The fire, called the Camp Fire, took 85 lives and burned almost 14,000 homes. Given the wildfire trajectory in the West, vast parts of the WUI are now at risk from huge fires like Camp that can sweep for 10 to 30 miles or more across multiple landownerships and forest types within days or even hours. In fact, researchers have identified hundreds of communities at higher risk than Paradise—disasters waiting to happen. Fire simulations have revealed plausible extreme scenarios that expose almost 500,000 buildings to wildfire in a single year, reflecting both the increase of people in fire-prone landscapes and the elevated scale and intensity of wildfires. If the current trajectory holds, then tragedies like the Camp Fire will not be a once-in-a-lifetime occurrence.
This is the new wildfire reality facing much of the West: it is nothing less than a forest health crisis. A healthy forest is resilient—capable of self-renewal following drought, wildfire, beetle outbreaks, and other forest stresses and disturbances—much as a healthy person stands a good chance of recovering from a disease or injury. Fire-adapted forests actually require frequent low-intensity wildland fire to stay healthy by keeping the number of trees and other plants in balance with scarce resources such as water, much as your own health depends on balances within your own body. Western fire-adapted forests at the lower elevations where most people live include ponderosa pine and mixed-conifer forests of pines, Douglas-fir, western larch, and grand fir.

Fire exclusion degrades such fire-adapted forests by upsetting balances in the natural system. Fuel buildups, coupled with climate change, can then alter the way a fire will behave when it inevitably returns. In overgrown ponderosa pine, for example, rather than culling vegetation close to the ground and restoring balance to the natural system, the fire can kill most vegetation and permanently alter the ecosystem. In a way, fuel buildups are a sign of forest sickness, and a high-intensity wildfire—instead of cycling needed fire through the system—can kill it.

In the process, a high-intensity wildfire can also threaten human lives and destroy entire communities. By using existing tools like community wildfire protection plans and creating defensible spaces, people can help forested landscapes stay healthy and resilient. Through the prudent acceptance and use of the right kind of wildland fire in the right places at the right scale, communities in the WUI will support fire-adapted forests across the landscapes they share. Without major changes in the way people choose to live with wildland fire in the West, the devastation of the 2020 fire year—with more national forest land burned than in any year since 1910, including 1 million acres in a single day—will become the new norm.
A prescribed burn area near Ashley Lake, Flathead National Forest, MT. After many years of fire exclusion, an ecosystem that needs periodic fire becomes unhealthy. Trees are stressed by overcrowding, fire-dependent species disappear, and flammable fuels build up and become hazardous. Prescribed fire can help alleviate these issues by reducing hazardous fuels, protecting human communities from extreme fires, minimizing the spread of insect pest and diseases, recycling nutrients back to the soil, and more. USDA Forest Service photo courtesy of Geneva Thompson.

WHAT CAN WE DO ABOUT IT?

A degraded landscape needs treatment to restore forest health, much like an ailing patient needs treatment by a doctor. Land managers can increase forest resilience and minimize wildfire impacts through forest management activities based on sound science. The activities are called hazardous fuels treatments or fuels and forest health treatments because their purpose is to reduce dangerous fuel levels and restore forest health and resilience.
FUELS AND FOREST HEALTH TREATMENTS

Typically, that means reintroducing fire to fire-adapted landscapes. But using fire in forests that are overgrown and unhealthy, whether in ponderosa pine or in mixed conifer, can invite disaster. Using fire and thinning together, however, provides the best opportunity for reducing risk and moderating fire behavior. With a risk-informed approach, a forest thinning is often needed first to reduce the number of trees to something approaching the historical level a century ago. Then a low-intensity surface fire can follow—what professionals call a prescribed fire, as in a prescription that a doctor might give, only in this case it’s a prescription to reduce fuels and restore forest health.

In caring for the land, there is no substitute for wildland fire in fire-adapted forests. More than a century of research has shown that low-intensity fire reduces fuels across landscapes, slowing large wildfires and diminishing their severity. To restore forest health and reduce wildfire risk, a large multiorganizational workforce with expertise in proactive fuels and forest health management is needed for thinning forests, conducting prescribed fires, and using lightning fires and other “unplanned ignitions” to return fire to the land and restore forest health.

About half the land area of the National Forest System in the West is in wilderness areas, roadless areas, and other areas where forest thinning is restricted by law, regulation, or terrain. In these places, land managers can use prescribed fire as well as unplanned ignitions to reduce hazardous fuels and restore forest health. Most such landscapes are remote, and fires there usually have little or no impact on the WUI. However, a specialized workforce is still needed to carefully monitor the fires and put them out if they cross certain boundaries for safety.

From 2002 to 2013, a mountain pine beetle epidemic in north-central Colorado left half of the mature lodgepole pines dead on the Dillon Ranger District, White River National Forest. The heavy loads of hazardous fuels elevated wildland fire risk to homes and critical infrastructure across Summit County. Beginning in 2011, the Forest Service signed a cooperative agreement with partners and stakeholders across shared landscapes to escalate fuels reduction projects. The partners have contributed millions of dollars in funding for fuels reduction projects to protect watersheds, conserve forests, restore aspen, and create defensible space near communities. USDA Forest Service photo.
A PARADIGM SHIFT IN LAND MANAGEMENT

In recent decades, the Forest Service has treated up to 2 million acres per year in the West, whether through forest thinning, prescribed burning, or other means. Many fuels treatments have worked, stopping a wildfire and saving homes. In 2011, for example, the Wallow Fire—the largest in Arizona history—was bearing down on the WVUI community of Alpine, roaring through tree crowns in dense ponderosa pine and threatening homes ahead. When the fire reached a treated area, it dropped to the forest floor and started crawling through ground fuels, letting firefighters safely get in and control it. Hundreds of homes were saved. Many treatments in other areas have also moderated fire behavior, buying firefighters time to evacuate people and protect homes, communities, and infrastructure. By moderating fire behavior, treatments can also ensure that a wildfire benefits a forest ecologically rather than damaging soils, habitats, watersheds, and other elements of forest health.

Unfortunately, the scale and destructivity of today’s largest wildfires have far outpaced the scale of efforts to protect homes, communities, and natural resources, a trend that will only worsen as fuels become drier under the effects of a changing climate. In short, the scale of work on the ground has not matched the need, and it will take nothing less than a paradigm shift to protect the Nation’s western communities.

Accordingly, the Forest Service has established a strategy for confronting the wildfire crisis by dramatically increasing fuels and forest health treatments by up to four times current treatment levels in the West. Treatments are vital in America’s eastern forests as well, and the Forest Service remains committed to sustaining the health, diversity, and productivity of all of America’s forests by continuing our ongoing treatment levels nationwide, including in the South, Midwest, and Northeast. The plans for accelerated fuels and forest health treatment levels include these regions as well.

Forest Service Chief Randy Moore (third from left) discusses the fuels treatments that affected the 2021 Caldor Fire, South Lake Tahoe, CA, USDA Forest Service photo by Cecilio Ricardo
Treatments are vital in America’s eastern forests as well, and the Forest Service remains committed to sustaining the health, diversity, and productivity of all of America’s forests by continuing our ongoing treatment levels nationwide, including in the South, Midwest, and Northeast.

However, recent decades have shown that the Nation’s greatest wildfire risk is in the West; accordingly, the focus of the new land management paradigm must be the Western United States. We need to thin western forests and return low-intensity fire to western landscapes in the form of both prescribed and natural fire, working to ensure that forest lands and communities are resilient in the face of the wildland fire that fire-adapted landscapes need.

In short, we need healthier, more resilient forests in the West. Under the new land management paradigm, the Forest Service will work with partners in the West to focus fuels and forest health treatments more strategically and at the scale of the problem, using the best available science as the guide. The work will focus on key “firesheds”—large forested landscapes with a high likelihood that an ignition could expose homes, communities, and infrastructure to wildfire. Firesheds, typically about 250,000 acres in size, are mapped to match the scale of community exposure to wildfire. In order to reduce wildfire risk to communities, forest health, and other values, science suggests that fire-adapted conditions should be restored on 35 to 45 percent of a fireshed through a range of fuels and forest management activities, including mechanical thinning and prescribed fire, followed by maintenance treatments at intervals of 10 to 15 years. Many national forests in the South and elsewhere have successful prescribed fire programs that can serve as models.

The Forest Service’s wildfire crisis strategy will target the firesheds at highest risk first—the firesheds most capable of generating large wildfire disasters and with the highest probability of fuels reduction success. The map shows the western firesheds at highest risk of community exposure to wildfires originating on all lands. The highest priority firesheds for treatment based on community risk are in fire-prone parts of Arizona, California, Colorado, Washington, Oregon, and other Western States. The bulk of community exposure to wildfire originates from a relatively small number of firesheds in specific locations.

As the map suggests, scientists have already located the communities at highest wildfire risk and the firesheds that are the source of highest community exposure to wildfire. By targeting the source of exposure in these specific areas and working with partners and stakeholders to set common goals across shared landscapes, strategic fuels management projects can reduce wildfire impacts not only on homes and communities but also on air quality, municipal watersheds, wildlife habitat, and other values at risk. We now have a strategy for better defining where and how to place treatments within a timeframe that will truly make a difference for the communities most at risk while also restoring healthy, resilient fire-adapted forests for the future.

Science has shown that our treated landscapes need to cross jurisdictions because wildfire risk is an all-lands problem affecting multiple landownership across firesheds.

**WHAT CAN WE DO ABOUT IT?**
Under the wildfire crisis strategy, the Forest Service envisions greatly reducing wildfire exposure in the areas at highest risk by working together with partners to:

- Treat up to an additional 20 million acres on the National Forest System in the West (over and above the current level of treatments with appropriated funds, which will continue).
- Treat up to an additional 30 million acres of other Federal, State, Tribal, and private lands in the West.
- Develop a plan for long-term maintenance beyond the 10 years.

Some projects in high-risk firesheds are “shovel ready”—ready to go, lacking only the necessary funding to begin. The Forest Service will work with partners to identify and prioritize such projects, then launch them in years 1 and 2 of our 10-year strategy while also working with partners to build the needed workforce capacity and public support for treatments in years 3 through 10. After altering the wildfire trajectory in the most critical firesheds, the agency will move on in subsequent years to other western firesheds, accelerating treatments over the next 8 years.

A paradigm shift in land management calls for a corresponding shift in Federal funding. Past annual budgets for Federal land management agencies have neither resolved the forest health crisis nor diminished the rising severity of western wildfires. We need an off-budget solution, with reliable Federal funding for the fuels and forest health projects that are highest priority under the wildfire crisis strategy. Only then can we hope to restore healthy, resilient fire-adapted forests across shared landscapes in the West.

The investments in fuels and forest health treatments will create an estimated 300,000 to 575,000 jobs, protect property values and small businesses, and stimulate local economies. In time, as we alter the trajectory of wildfire in the West, we can bring down the Forest Service’s annual wildfire suppression costs—which averaged more than $1.9 billion per year from 2016 to 2020—and devote the funds to further restoring forest health and reducing wildfire risk in fire-adapted forests nationwide.

A new land management paradigm comes with great expectations—and with the need to hold the agency accountable for success. Preconditions for success include:

- Building workforce capacity in Federal and State agencies as well as in local, Tribal, nongovernmental, and other organizations to coordinate and accomplish the work.
- Building a large multijurisdictional coalition, including broad public and community support for the work at the scale necessary to make a difference.
Our new land management paradigm builds on two decades of collaborative work in rising to the challenge of wildland fire management. In times of crisis, Americans have traditionally joined together, rising to every challenge. Now we face the challenge of restoring forest and rangeland health and resilience by vastly expanding our collective capacity for hazardous fuels and forest health treatments. As a Nation, we already have collaborative strategies in place for cross-boundary treatments, including Shared Stewardship agreements, Joint Chiefs Landscape Restoration projects, and a network of projects under the Collaborative Forest Landscape Restoration Program.

The National Cohesive Wildland Fire Management Strategy gives us a common policy for addressing the challenge of wildland fire management through its three central goals: (1) restoring fire-adapted ecosystems on a landscape scale; (2) building fire-adapted human communities; and (3) responding safely and effectively to wildland fire. Under our new management paradigm, the Forest Service envisions full implementation of all three Cohesive Strategy components, working collaboratively through shared stewardship with States, Tribes, local communities, private landowners, and other stakeholders and as co-managers with our partner agencies at the U.S. Department of the Interior (DOI).

The Forest Service and DOI are the primary Federal organizations responsible for managing the Nation’s Federal forests and rangelands. The four land management agencies in DOI—the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA), the Bureau of Land Management (BLM), the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS), and the National Park Service (NPS)—together with the Forest Service are the Nation’s Federal wildland firefighting workforce. Often indistinguishable from one another, employees from these Federal agencies work seamlessly together on the fireline.

National Forest System lands and lands administered by the four DOI land management agencies frequently about one another, and, as land management agencies, we endeavor to manage them together as one landscape. We have been partners at the National Interagency Fire Center in Boise, ID, since 1965 and together helped to co-develop the first 10-Year Strategy and the Cohesive Strategy.

Since 2002, DOI and USDA have co-chaired the Wildland Fire Leadership Council, an intergovernmental committee that supports the coordinated development and implementation of wildland fire management policy. Coordination is also occurring through the President’s Wildfire Resilience Interagency Working Group (IWG), co-chaired by USDA, DOI, and the Office of Management and Budget. The IWG is bringing an all-of-Government approach to addressing the Nation’s wildfire crisis, with participation and expertise from across the Administration, including the National Security Council; the Office of Science and Technology Policy; the White House Climate Policy Office; the Council on Environmental Quality; the National Economic Council; the Office of the Vice President; the

This coordination creates new opportunities for problem-solving and allows Federal agencies to work with partners to bring additional resources to the table to address wildfire and postfire risks and protect people, communities, and natural resources. Additional collaboration will occur through the Wildfire Commission established by the Bipartisan Infrastructure Law and chaired by USDA, DOI, and the Federal Emergency Management Agency.

Through these collaborative efforts, we can restore fire-adapted ecosystems across shared landscapes by ramping up our fuels and forest health treatments in the right places at the right scale. In addition to fuels and forest health treatments, we are working together with other agencies to help support investments in fire-adapted communities and post-fire risk reduction, recovery, and reforestation. We share a commitment to consultation with Tribes and ensuring that equity is embedded in this work. Our combined efforts are a central part of addressing the climate crisis and protecting areas important for ecosystem services, water, carbon, and wildlife, as well as other ecologic, economic, social, and cultural values.

By implementing projects at the scale of the actual wildfire risk, we can help communities prepare to live more safely with fire in fire-prone landscapes. For example, communities can use their community wildfire protection plans to identify areas at risk. Moreover, our treatments at scale will help wildland firefighters respond to wildfires more safely and effectively, as happened in 2021 on the Caldor Fire in California. The Caldor Fire blew right through scattered small treatments on the Eldorado National Forest, but an area of treatments at scale on the Lake Tahoe Basin Management Unit modified fire behavior enough for firefighters to keep the fire from burning into South Lake Tahoe. The fire perimeter closely aligned with the pattern of fuels treatments around the community.

At the Forest Service, we have worked with our partners to identify projects that are ready for action. These projects include those that will reduce the risk at the right place and pace with shared investment, as well as those that need attention to equity for historically underserved communities. In the first year under the 10-year strategy, we will launch these projects, as well as focus on coordinating with State and local agencies, communities, collaborative groups, nongovernmental organizations, private landowners, Tribes, and other partners and stakeholders to build the necessary workforce capacity and coalition support for complementary cross-boundary treatments across landownerships. For example, State partners can use their State forest action plans to help identify a full range of values at risk. In subsequent years, we will continue to work with our partners to identify values at risk and establish a shared approach to reducing risk. Working together, we can reset fire-adapted western landscapes for the future through a sustained investment over the next 10 years.
Geronimo Interagency Hotshot Crew from the U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs, San Carlos Agency in Arizona conducting a prescribed burn during the Big Wind Complex Wildland Fire, OR, in 2013. USDA photo by Lance Cheung.
FIRE-ADAPTED HUMAN COMMUNITIES

In WUI areas like South Lake Tahoe, residents and communities can take additional steps to reduce wildfire risk by making homes and infrastructure more fire-resistant. Networking with neighbors and learning through social media can help. The Forest Service is working with partners to help communities write community wildfire protection plans and to help homeowners prepare for wildfires by reducing fuels on their properties and creating defensible space around their homes. Forest Service partners include Firewise, local fire safe councils, the Fire Adapted Communities Learning Network, and the Ready, Set, Go! program.

Part of creating fire-adapted communities is recognizing social diversity: a one-size-fits-all strategy will not work. For example, evidence suggests that Hispanic populations in the West are twice as likely as other demographic groups to live in the areas most threatened by wildfires. Pinpointing specific cultural communities and engaging with them about opportunities to reduce wildfire risk will be key. The Forest Service can help gather and share local lessons while also monitoring the effectiveness of local initiatives in reducing community and homeowner risk, with a focus on continual learning.

At the core of the Cohesive Strategy is the vision of learning to live with wildland fire, which dovetails with the purpose of this new wildfire crisis strategy. In addition to creating defensible space around homes and other buildings, communities can support land managers in conducting fuels and forest health treatments at the pace and scale needed to reduce wildfire risk. Communication with people living in the WUI will be key. Through better communication, land managers can gain community support for using prescribed fire and managing unplanned ignitions to reduce long-term wildfire risks, despite short-term tradeoffs like temporary smoke in the air. Community groups can also play an active role in forest health collaboratives and in accomplishing fuels and forest health treatments across jurisdictions.

Many homes were at risk during the 2018 Taylor Creek and Klondike Fires on the Rogue-Siskiyou National Forest in Oregon. USDA Forest Service photo by Karl Drabek.
A Tahoe hotshot using a drip torch during a burn operation around Centri Oak, Ferguson Fire, Sierra National Forest, CA, 2018. USDA Forest Service photo by Karl Breier.
At its core, the wildfire crisis in the West is a crisis of forest health, and protecting forest health is at the heart of the Forest Service mission—“to sustain the health, diversity, and productivity of the Nation’s forests and grasslands to meet the needs of present and future generations.” Healthy forests meet basic human needs, like clean air for breathing, pure water for drinking, and opportunities for outdoor recreation and spiritual renewal.

Among other things, healthy forests store carbon and regulate natural processes such as wildland fire, building landscape immunity to its potentially devastating effects. Deprived of fire for far too long, many fire-adapted western forests are in poor and declining health. Degraded and overgrown, many are prone to disastrous wildfires that threaten lives, homes, communities, and natural resources, denying Americans the benefits they want and need from their forests.

Now we have an opportunity to restore America’s fire-adapted western forests to health and resilience through a comprehensive program of fuels and forest health treatments under the Forest Service’s new wildfire crisis strategy. This is a national emergency, and it should be treated like one by investing in treatments the way we invest in disaster response—but doing so before the disaster occurs.

The great ecologist Aldo Leopold, who started his career with the Forest Service, recognized that conservation is all about sustaining the health of the land—and that people are part of the land, no less than soils, waters, plants, and animals. People depend on healthy, resilient forests to meet basic needs for wood, water, wildlife, and more; and our fire-adapted western forests, the forested landscapes entrusted to our care as landowners and land managers, depend on us to sustain and restore their health and resilience.

That means returning wildland fire to the land. Ironically, the wildfire crisis in the West—the excess of fuels, smoke, extreme wildfires, and lives, homes, and communities at risk—is actually a deficit of the right kind of wildland fire across western landscapes. We need a new land management paradigm across the West devoted not to shrinking the area burned each year but to making it grow through the right treatments in the right places at the right time and at the right scale.

At the Forest Service, we are committed to meeting the urgency of this moment. Building on existing relationships and creating new partnerships, we will accomplish the work in the right places and at the right pace and scale to meaningfully change the trajectory of wildfire risk to people, communities, and natural resources and restore forest health and resilience. We look forward to working with Federal, Tribal, State, local, nonprofit, and other partners. Working together, we will make a collective impact by building the multijurisdictional coalition and investing in the conditions necessary for success.
At the Forest Service, we are committed to meeting the urgency of this moment. We will build on existing relationships and create new partnerships to place fuels and forest health treatments in the right places and at the pace and scale needed to change the trajectory of wildfire risk to people, communities, and natural resources and to restore forest health and resilience. We look forward to working with Federal, Tribal, State, local, nonprofit, and other partners to build the multijurisdictional coalition needed for success.

NEXT STEPS: ANSWERING THE CALL

The Sierra Hotshots captain directs crew members during a burn operation near Jerseydale on the Sierra National Forest during the 2018 Ferguson Fire in California. USDA Forest Service photo by Karl Gneet.


Colman, Z. 2021. Wildfires threaten all of the West—and one group more than others. Politico. 6 July.


Williams, E. 2021. Wildfires threaten all of the West—and one group more than others. Politico. 6 July.
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Thank you
Colleagues:

While my schedule did not allow me to follow the entire day, I did join for the Introductory set-up, and then the morning and afternoon reviews. While this limited engagement might have provided me with a distorted view, it did lead me to some thoughts.

1) I was concerned about the apparent promotion of plantations since (a) as acknowledged, these are fire traps, and (b) the frequent return to harvest plantation trees has the potential to undermine soil health and lead, within a few rotations, to reduced growth and productivity.

2) Governor Kitzhaber seemed convinced that the solution to the wildfire problem in Oregon is to prevent and suppress every fire. This seemed to demonstrate a lack of understanding that the western United States enjoys an unusual Mediterranean Winter wet / summer dry climate where soils and vegetation dry out every summer, and wildfire is inevitable. As a result, our forests are fire prone, fire adapted, and fire dependent. Suppressing every fire is not the solution - it is the problem. Thankfully, Brenda McComb did push back quietly asking the better question: "how can we learn to live with fires?"

3) It was disappointing to see the promotion of biomass use to generate energy. It is difficult to see how use of forest products to generate electricity is a benefit when this results in greenhouse gas emissions which will not be recaptured for maybe a century, and this also has the potential not only to remove stored carbon from the forests, but also undermine the ongoing capacity of harvested trees to sequester more carbon. While there seemed to be a focus on the use of slash for this purpose rather than newly harvested trees, this was not made as clear as it could have been. Thus, the discussion could have encouraged those who envisage harvesting timber to serve as biomass feedstock.
4) I appreciated the emphasis inserted by Brenda McComb on recognition that we live with an uncertain future in terms of temperature. This means that Climate Smart management principles (Stein et al 2014, Bates et al 2021) that recognize this uncertainty should be stressed.

5) I was confused by the arguments offered from Karla Chambers that rural Oregon and Oregonians have been sacrificed for ‘the few,’ and that current policy is regressive to rural communities and the poor. Who/what benefits and who/what sacrifices seems rather more complex than suggested. Rather, it seems to me that rural Oregonians have been both favored and prejudiced by policy that has placed timber harvest as the top priority. These Oregonians may have benefitted economically from the income derived from logging, but they have suffered from the diminished forest health that this emphasis has imposed. They will further be compromised by the wildfires that continued failure to address climate change will impose. I am equally bemused by the argument that ‘the few’ (presumably urban Oregonians) have benefitted since these Oregonians probably benefit less from the emphasis on timber harvest – except in terms of wood products for construction, or the compromised forest health so encouraged. Urban Oregonians, will, furthermore, continue to suffer from the wildfires that current industrial logging and global warming continues and will continue to impose.

6) I close by noting that I was very encouraged by the remarks of Governor Kitzhaber about the need to develop a vision for future forests in the mold of the JFK moonshot, though this seems to have been couched in the context of an anticipated static environment, a context that must certainly be adjusted by the recognition of our uncertain climatic future. It was gratifying to see the Board pick up this theme and generally endorse it. So favorably impressed was I by this theme, that I used it myself later that day in a presentation on our individual and collective actions on climate change. I add that it seems to me that in the review of the Greatest Permanent Value of our forests, this idea should be incorporated in terms of efforts to sequester carbon and stave off global warming.


Respectfully submitted

Alan Journet Ph.D.
Cofacilitator, Southern Oregon Climate Action Now
Governor Kitzhaber and Oriana Magnera from Verde have both mentioned utilizing maps to tie forests and social economic demographics together.

I just wanted to share this resource from the City of Milwaukie that was created with a partnership with Portland State University. Perhaps there are larger things in the works however this has some great features and could be a useful to share this type of resource on a larger scale will be beneficial.

http://trees.milwaukieoregon.gov/#14/45.4416/-122.6162

All the best,

Ashley Smith